An operating system (OS) serves as a middleware between hardware and applications. The OS provides higher levels of abstractions to application programs thus hiding the execution intricacies from them. Modern OSs such as Microsoft Windows and Linux provide such middleware layer for general purpose applications. These OSs have grown in complexity and size over the years resulting in inefficiency and open for security vulnerabilities. A typical OS for a PC may contain 30 to 40 million lines of code and it changes almost on a yearly basis. The large OSs require longer time to boot, load, and run applications. Lean kernel and Exokernel approaches provide improved performance and possibly more security by moving some critical functionality from OS to application programs. The bare machine computing paradigm goes to the other extreme to avoid OS middleware altogether by dispersing the necessary operating environment into applications.

When a machine is made bare, there is no centralized software running in it to provide an execution environment for the applications, and there is no resident persistent storage. Only a CPU, Memory, and necessary detachable I/O devices are used on the bare machine making the machine ownerless. Each end user application carries its own operating environment with it. The operating environment for each end user application is extremely small and it is not same as OS. Each end user application is referred to as an application object (AO). An AO may consist of one or more typical applications such as Email, Web search, and Web browsing, which may be used by the end user at a given point in time. One or more AOs can be built to suite the user needs and they can be carried on a memory stick (USB mass storage) to run on any bare machine. This approach allows users to carry their own applications in their hand and run them on any available bare machine anywhere. Thus, any user can use any machine available either at home, office, or a public place. There is no need to have an ownership to a machine and there are no valuable assets on the bare machine to be protected. The bare machine computing provides tremendous advantages including: simplicity, small code size, single programming environment, independent of OS platforms, longevity, inherent security, and less prone to obsolescence. This approach inherits its own drawbacks such as non-traditional programming, difficulty in porting existing applications on to bare machines, and making the AO programmer’s job harder compared to an application programmer.

In this presentation, we will describe several aspects of bare machine computing including: our motivation, benefits, principles, architecture, current implementations, its impact on computer architecture and software architecture, and new direction to polarize end user applications. We will also entertain questions from audience to stimulate discussions on pros and cons of this computing paradigm.
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